
Salt Dough 
Rainbow





Can you name all of the colours in a 
rainbow?





There are 3 colours known as primary colours.

YellowRed Blue



Primary colours can be mixed together 
to make other colours. 



What colour would we get if we mixed 
Red and Yellow?

YellowRed Orange



What colour would we get if we mixed 
Blue and Yellow?

YellowBlue Green



What colour would we get if we mixed 
Blue and Red?

RedBlue Purple



We are going to make a salt dough 
rainbow using primary colours to create 

all of the different colours of the 
rainbow. 



You will need: 

1 cup of salt

2 cups of flour

1 cup of water 

Mixing bowl

Adults help



Find all of your ingredients and place them on your worktop.



Wash your hands with hot soapy water.



In your bowl add in the flour and salt. Mix them together with your 
hands. 



Using your finger make a hole/well in the middle of your mixture and 
add in a little bit of water. Mix together. 



Add water a little bit at a time until you end up with a dough mixture. 



On your worktop sprinkle out some flour. Using your mixture create 9 
little dough balls. 



Roll each of the dough balls into long sausages.



Begin to mould them into arches to look like a rainbow. 



Create a round circle using the palm of your hands with one of the 
dough balls. 



Get an adult to help you with this! 
Using a butter knife carve out a cloud shape. You will need 2 clouds 

for the ends of the rainbow.



Add on the clouds to the end of your rainbow. You can use some 
water on your fingers to help it stick together.



Grab a pencil and pierce a hole through the top. Use water on your 
fingers to mould everything together. 



Get an adult to help you with this bit. Place your salt dough rainbow in 
the oven for 2 hours at about 75 degrees. Keep checking on your salt 

dough. It will be ready when it is slightly browned and is hard.



Once it is cooked, get an adult to take your salt dough out of the 
oven and leave it to cool for 1 hour. 



You can now paint your salt dough rainbow. Remember to use the 
primary colours. Mix the primary colours together to create the rest 

of the colours that you need. 



If you create your own salt dough rainbow remember to 
tweet North Ridge High School or email a photo to:

homelearning@northridge.manchester.sch.uk

mailto:homelearning@northridge.manchester.sch.uk

